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Utrucularia vulgaris - Blærerot 

Kjøttetende flerårig rotløs vannplante som flyter fritt i vannet. Bladene er findelte,  på dem 
eller stenglene sitter små blærer, som det fanges dyr og innsekter i.
The notion that plants are capable of feeling emotions  was first recorded in 1848. Through 
chemicals and the roots, plant alarm each other. They also use smell to locate an enemy.

Sáiva er et underlig vann og har dobbel bunn, som to innsjøer over hverandre med hull i
mellom. Noen sier det er inngangen til dødsriket. Ved flere av disse vannene var det offer-
plasser, det er funnet urgraver der folk ligger med bena inn mot vannet.
 
Saíva is a sacret water and has a dobbel ground, like to lakes on top of each other - with an 
opening in between. It is the gate to the underworld. The distinction between life and death, 
living and dead is not so clarified. It may be seen as smooth transitions .

Frozen hair - is a phenomenon growing 
on branches were the bark has a crack or
is open. Crystals in the form of ice - can’t 

really be so long, but this occurs when moist 
air and temperature reach below zero.

Water from the tree in combination with the 
fungus Exidiopsis effusa forms thin ice hair.

Postmestervannet - Kirkenes - Girkonjárga

Frost flowers - Frost hår - buolaš vuokta
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We will need to continue to resist the growing tendency to both be subsumed into 
deessentialized epistemological spaces as well as fight against the dislocation of our thoughts 
from place. To this end, flesh becomes action not because it is material but because it must do so 
for ears to remain open and low to the ground. Only if the land decides to stop speaking to us 
will we enter the world of dislocation. 

       Vanessa Wait
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Gufithar, kadnihah or ulda are the most widespread names in the different Sámi regions for
what is seen by Sámi as a separate people of superhuman beings. 
They can also be called háldi. These beings are described by some as key regulators of the 
relationship between humans and the local environments. They are treated as guardians of the 
places they are living at and impose a specific value system as to the use of local pieces of soil.

Háldi er menneskers, dyrs eller steders skytsånd. Hvert fjell, hver skog, hver sjø, hvert dyr,
alle har sin háldi.  

 

Alt har sin háldi

I am a water plant - Blærerot - Utritica vulgaris - I  am rootless and floating around.
During the cold and dark days I leave the surface shaped like a ball and sink to the 
bottom of the lake - I call my home.
It is nice to save energy, you should try it - at least slow down.
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